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ABSTRACT
LIGHT INFAN TRY: A TACTI(AL UDEIF BIkTTLE ASSET FOR CEilTRAL EURUkiE
Major Raymond R. Drummond, USA, 47 pages
This study examines whether light infantry is envisioned for employment in an optimal way, specifically in an offensive role in
Central Europe. The paper reviews current doctrine and determines
that a disconnect exists. Lower level manuals argue for innova-

.,
I.

tive and agressive offensive employment, while the division and
hifher level manuals virtually ignore this capability. A historical overview traces the employment of light forces in tactical

OHM-

infiltration roles from World War I to the Korean War and supports the use of these tactics for hitting critical, vulnerable
areas in the enemy rear.

f)ep operations by ]ight infantry are contrasted to other US capahilities for deep attack and are then addressed at specific So-

viet vulnerabilities at the tactical level _uited for attack by
lipht forces. The following type deep battle missions for light
infantry are supgested for incorporation in US doctrine: deep

-;poiling attacks, attack of enemy ADA assets (SEAD role) to open
air corridors, deep attack against critical soft targets within
25 kilometers of the front lines, deep tactical reconnaissance to

locate targets for other deep attack assets, and the provision of
terminal guidance for smart munitions.
The study concludes that light infantry, in Central Europe, operating closer to the unconventional mode and using infiltration
tactics is able to strike the enemy at a time and place for which
he is unprepared. The cumulative effect of a number of these small
blows can disrupt the enemy and expedite the reaching of his culminating point.
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war cotlues to

be a primitive endeavor inwich there is always a 'friction'
that mites agis coplxty,
it is highly likely that the traditional infantry
ffigiing sg/cill
applied with cunnin

and flexibility will still be applicable in the next

_

A Wrest deal has been written of late discussing the merits of the U. S. Army's recent initiatives
in modification of its force structure

--the inclusion of "light infantr7" forces in the classic sense.

Ostensibly this change has been predicated on the enhanced strategic deployability of light forces and
their ability to respond quickly to contingeny needs in the world beyond Bwope.

However, now numerous

officers and comentators are sugesting that there is a valid role for light infantry on the F rpean
battlefield of the future, am that to the present has been largely dominated by heavy forces.

A review

of existing doctrlnal literature conducted in exaidnation of the nature of these envisicned roles
indicates that in the chain of higher level mnanls perhaps a disconnect occurs.

Law level documents

freely discuss infiltration tactics and the use of stealth by light forces culmnating with operations in
the enemy rear that are intended to realize objectives very similar to those expected of deep operations
(m expressed in FM 100-5, Operations.

However, in the division level manmmls this capability is not

directly related in term of deep operations capabilities of light infantry forces. This paper will
eramine the feasibility of employing light infantry forces on the Central aWeen battlefield as a
*

tactical level deep operations asset for the Division and Corps ccmner.
lie study will begin with a definition of the terms and scope of the study, and follow with a
curnory doctriml review to establish the aformentioned doctrinal disconnect.

A historical overview

will then trace the developmnt of "classic" light infantry from the Geren Jeegers of World War II to
the Citrese CQmunist Forces (CF) in the Korea War. Fron that overview siptgficant lessons will be
extracted with a view toward modern day applicability. A brief review of current capabilities for U. S.
o,

forces to conduct deep battle will follow and lead directly into a consideration of Soviet
vulzrebilities that could be effectively attacked with these capabilities.

We will then exwune the

i*
nCt of surprise on these Soviet vulnerabilities which will set the stage for the remaining portion of

the paper. Certainly deep operations are not without inherent tactical risks and these will be
developed, as well as means to reduce or eliminate these risks. lastly, conclusions will be articulated

IX

that will attempt to answr the question of Whether there is a role for light infantry in tactical deep
battle on the (7atral Ewropean battlefield.
II.

CLASSIC LI(XI DIFANT1RY
This paper will deal prinnrily with the concept of '"assic European" light infantry

lines of that envisioad for the U. S. Army's new 10,00D man Light Infantry Divisions.

along the

-

However,

consideration is given to Airborne Infantry, Air Assault Infantry, or regular "Stright4e " Infantry in
special circumtances Where they are without their nrmal organic mobility assets and increaed
firepower, i.e., operating in a severely "stripped down" mde akin to the organiztion of the new 7th

Infantry Division (Light).

What then are the characteristics, capabilities, and purpose of this light

infantry?
Light infantry is a specialized form of infantry best suited for very rged terrain, night
operations, infiltration missions, raids, and ait xmes.

It is capable of minimizing its tactical

signature (noise, visual, radar, or thermal imaging acquisition by the enemy) and able to capitalize on a
relative mobility advantage (via-a-vis heavy forces) in heavily wooded and momtainous terrain.

Ight

infantry fores are generally regarded as "fireMer evasive" and consequently employ mall uit hit aid
rum tactics against heavier enemy forces. 2

At the small group and individual level they are

characterized by superior physical fitness, self-relimce, extreme adaptability, and the high level of
training exhibited by their

Nt-Caoussioned Officers.

level by a number of positive traits:

This is normally manifested at the individual

night fighting ability, initiative, superb land navigation skills,

camoflage, and self-discipline. 3

flese qualities provide certain advantages to a light infantry force

operating against heavier forces:

equal or better mobility in close terrain, a low logistic demand and

support structure, enmaced operations during periods of reduced visibility, and superior fighting
ability in close operations.

4-.

Liddell Part extolled this fore of infantry, predicted its future value,

and urged the British Army to profit from the lessons of irregular warfare by developing in the
Infantryman the rusefulness and groundcraft of the guerrilla.

What is crested then is a "stalker,

2
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athlete, marcamn" uio possesses great endurarre, is both mentally and physically agile, and is lightly
5
equipped allowing him to move quickly.

Given the foregoing traits and characteristics one can then expect that these units will have unique
capabilities as well.

Generally, their capabilities and potential missions are essentially offensively

oriented and appear consistent with the characteristics mentioned earlier.

The missions that are cited

most often are listed below:
-

infiltrate through rugged (perceived as impassable) terrain, slipping past enemy strong points to

seize or destroy critical enemy installations.
-

infiltrate to seize critical points to disrupt eemy lines of caummications (TIM's) or conduct

other deep maneuvers to facilitate an attack by a heavy division or corps.
-

conduct long reconnissance, sabotage, assault raids, or pre-emptive seizure of key bridges or

passes to facilitate maneuver by heavy forces.
- seize choepoints to prevent retreat by enany forces.
- by infiltration cause front line enemy units to have to fight in two directions at once.
- infiltrate into the enemy's rear to interdict or disrupt lateral moveset of rerve forces or the
comsitment of folla-on forces into the min battle area. 6
In the foregoing discussion it was implied that a specific set of criteria for terrain had to be met
in order for light infantry to be optimally effective.

Many of the inherent advantages of heavy forces

are negated in proper light infantry terrain (built up ares, industrial zones, forests, marshes, and
highlands).

According to General Franz Ule-Wettler of the Federal Republic of German (FI), only two

possible tactics are appropriate for modern infantry on the battlefield of Europe:

mechnized combat

tactics or tactics which call for maxian dispersion and which thus approxiate the tactics of strong
partisan units. 8

In the latter case we are talking primarily about "terrain users:"

infantry that is

capable of fighting at night or under other conditions of limited visibility, in close terrain using
tactics of infiltration, and led by leaders willing to take the necessary calculated risks.

3

In the

opinion of many high ranking officers with extensive experience in Central Europe, the Central Front
battlefield affords infantry these types of conditions or terrain. Om former J. S. Army
FlmS p
carcmanler, General Kroesen, contends that "the next wr will be won or lost at the 300 meter range Just
as in the pist" demostrating his conviction that limited visibility will provide conditions favorable to
9
t
In 1980 Otto Minter wrote a paper suggesting the efficacy of using light infantry in Central Hurope.
He detailed very graphically the terrain considerations which sugest that the failure of the West to
deploy light forces in theater is an oversight that necessitates prompt attention.

He observes that

twety-nine percent of the FHE is forested and an additional four to eleven percent is urban area, most
of which is concentrated on the FRG's eastern borders.

He further points out the numerous numtainous

areas (such as the Spessart and Harz) and broken regions that dominate the southern portions affording
low levels of visibility seldom in ecess of 500 meters. 10 In a separate analysis, Steven Canby
estimates that forty-five percent of the European battlefield is considered restricted (urban or
forested) allowing for many sieves whereby light forces can gain access to the enemy's rear or where they
are likely to be bypassed by Soviet forces. 1 1

In conclusion, light infantry is critically dependent on

close or restricted terrain to ennce survivability and afford it opportunities for tactical success.

A

significant portion of Central Europe meets these conditions and appears to support the employment of
light forr'-.
III. DIOIRINAL BASIS
In April 1984, the Army Chief of Staff, General John A. Wickham issued the following challenge to
the Army's doctrinal developers with respect to the employment of light infantry:

"Doctrine -vvi tactics

must be developed to assure that we capitalize on the unique capabilities of the Light Infantry
Division." 12 To assess how this challenge was interpreted and addressed by the TRAOC community and the
Army at large, we must specifically orient this search on the treatmnt given to the use of light
infantry in other then convntional roles such as:

infiltration, deep battle initiatives. .uI oxerating

as a bypassed force in the defense.
4
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'the Amy's capstone doctrinal mnumal, FM 100-5, Operations emphasizes doing the unexpected and
conducting deep operations, but fails to address employment of light forces in an extensive way. The
authors describe the high to mid-intensity battlefield as being essentially non-linear in nature,
pointing out that attack and defense will often take place simultaneously.

Furthermore, they contend

that the battlefield will be arrayed in depth and approximate a unified entity where actions to the rear
and forwerd of the front line of troops (FJF) will impact directly on the outcome of the immediate close
bettles. 1 3

hey define deep operations as those activities related to shaping conditions under which

future close operations are to be conducted.

Ihese activities generally include:

deception, operations

security (OPSEC), communications, ccmnarx and control countermeasures (C3C), interdiction by ground
hused or aerial fires, ground or aerial mneuver elements, and Special Operations Forces (SOF).

The

object of these deep operations is to disrupt or destroy the enemy commander, his comand and control
(49) and other support structures, and the freedom of action of his uncommitted forces.

14

An appropriate

target is one whose loss or damage will most affect the enemy commander's ability to conrentrate forces,
to control operations, or to support the battle at critical times. The primary assets are:

aerial

weapons platforms, artillery and missiles, and conventional and unconventional ground units capable of
interdicting the eneay's movement in depth. The authors continue by acknowledging that there will be a
piucity of weapons systems capable of conducting these long range fires; therefore, care will have to be
exercised to select targets yielding the greatest benefit to close operations. lastly, there is no
direct reference to the employment of light infantry or other "conventional" forces in an infiltration or
stay behind made of operation against enemy rear areas as pert of a deep battle operation.15
One of the authors of FM 100-5, LTC Dn Iolder, more succinctly states the inportance of keying
dkLVp operation9 to the fight in the main battle area (tA). In a separate article, he contends that the
deep attack must play a direct part in the operation of the force as a whole and serve as an "inseparable
part of a unified plan."1 6
Infiltration is discussed extensively; therefore, it could be easily inferred that perhaps this
reference is a basis for justifying deep battle operations by means of tactical infiltration.

5
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Infiltration is defined as the "tactical movement of all or part of a unit to a more favorable position
beyond enemy lines to accomplish its mision."

This tactic is primarily offensive, but can be used with

.

defensive operations, and suld be employed under conditions of reduced visibility over rough or
difficult terrain, or through areass not occupied by the eney.

These operations are Intended to fulfill

a vital need, to occupy positions from which the main effort may be supported, to secure key terrain, or
to conduct operations in enemy rear areas. 17
1he current m

for heavy forces,

'.
71-100, povides
A
extensive treatment of infiltration

In definin appropriate conditions for infiltration tactires the

tactics, techniques, and considerations.

manual is consistent with our analysis to ths point corn

.

limited visibility and appropiate

In regards to the question of how heavy forces would operate

terrain (woods, swamps, and broken ground).

in these conditions, the manual says that infiltration is used primarily with offensive forces and that
dismounted infiltration may be particularly effective when both opposing forces are heavy and not
accustcmed to defending against dis mted forces.

An enemy that operates widely dispersed and ali lows'

Saps in its lines will be susceptible to these tactics.

Again, there appears no direct linkage htxween

infiltration and deep battle, but the objectives for infiltration appear very similar to those for deep
battle:

key terrain, fire support, enemy C', key logistic installations, and the requirement to

18
Of note is the
contribute directly to the division's mission without dissipating combat strength.

reference to bypassed forces

-

"friendly units bypassed in defensive operations can be used similarly to

those infiltrating if they have adequate combat power for the mission." 19
In Fr 71-10D, the light infantry division mnal, the treatment of infiltration is virtually
identical to that in the heavy division reference.

This is interesting because the forces are entirely

different in their organization, mobility, firepower, and capabilities.

Infiltration as a technique for

deep operations is mentioned almost apologetically under "planning considerations" foliwing an earlier
inferential reference to the deep battle capability of an infiltrating light infantry force.

M In the

previous manual when discussing bypassed forces, the reference to deep battle type taret. i L to Ix,
identified as a deep battle technique, because the forces are used as inftltrating units to purue deep

6
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battle objectives such as: operating behind enemy lines to confuse and disrupt enemy C , to sever lines
of amunications (LOC), and to conduct raids and ambushes that will prevent the introduction of enem
2
reinforemnents to forwar units. 1

in RU 7-13 (RAET),

the light Infantry lttalion and Brigade mnual, the authors have cane closer

thin others to answering the challenge put forth by General WWir.v

Althogh not addressing deep

hattle capabilities specifically, the authors have given extensive treatmnt to innovative uses and
"ployment of light infantry units that are compatible with the deep battle requirements addressed
earlier.

|hwever, the linkage between doctrine and capability remains unstated, even though the authors

state the following as roles for light infantry in a mid to high intensity conflict (given suitable
terrain):
-

to soften up combat support (CS) and cambt service support (CSS) of the eaey force in

conjunction with heavy unit operations.
-

to infiltrate, consolidate, and attack to deceive the enmy about operational intent and disrupt

eny's C2 and fire support.

)th

-

to quickly attack critical terrain in the enemy's rear, then disperse and link up with heavy

forces.
ove well dispersed, mss, and then strike the enemy from an unexpected direction. 22

-

Light infantry's purpose in an offensive role is essentially to pietrate the defense by infiltration,
stealth, and night operations to disrupt the enemy's
rear.
*

C2 , CS, and CSS by attacking him from the flank and

Wmt the authors are talking about in so many words is deep battle, yet the connection is not

nudle.
It is somewhat surprising to see the doctrinal literature so devoid of focus on light infantry
initiatives in deep battle when one considers the thinking at the Commn and General Staff College
((M

) and the C muined Arm Training Activity (CATA) that preceded the publication of these mmanls.

ML;

Ihve Palmer, the former Deputy Comandant of OGSC, indicated to personnel at CkTA that the Light (IT)

7
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mit hae the ability to fight unconve nmlly

the S0F expei

e.

23

"- ot an 'A Tem' apprch, but to build on

A CkTA am later reinforced that position:

Gambet operations corci
ted by sill (Bipde and below) liht infantry units in
support of tactical or operational objectives suld be similar to those associated with
PaW units: raids, ambgtm and patrols but at the tactical or operational level.
Raids by agrs support the Duster Cmders Deep Battle conept , 4hreas a rifle
cwai y of the ligt divisio should support the Division Comiders concept. In order to
do this they must be pre sd to operate
m tiomlly - isolated, decentralized, and
deep in the esrw's rr.m
Further, two additiomal CATA domants

-

in February 1984 expand on this notion of unonventiona]

.

fighting by the Lit division by requiring that they receive training in a number of specialized
uronventional tasks:

foreign

aspi

expertise, smrvil eape resistance and evasion (SIM), sniper,

advanced land nvigation aid recmronui

e, ni& fighting, coss contry wordent, additional f rst

aid, self-reliance, and field expedient omwnciations techniques.

Tis individualized training is to be

brought together at the unit level in enhared capabilities such as interdiction operations to hinder or
interrupt enmy LOC's, deny the enemy use of ey arms, destroy

lItary

Itallatlos and equipment, and

25
set up blocking positions in the enemy's rear.

A yet thpibshed Fiel Circula drafted by elemets of the Light Infantry Task Force at Fort
Bennng, Georgia, focuses principally on two unique capabilities for light infantry, stalking
(infiltration) attack and operations as stay behind forces.

Mmse capabilities make optimal use of the

superior mobility advantage afforded light infantry by restrictive terrain and limited visibility.
However, as the authors point out, soldiers must be highly trained, motivated, and physically fit to
achieve success.

Units will infiltrate at squad or platoon level, then mom at compny or hntta Iton

level to conduct an attack, after whch they will disperse in order to exfiltrate.

On the other hand,

when operating as stay behind or bypassed forces they can subsist on cached supplies and consolidate to

-

attack typical deep attack targets in the rear of an enemy penetration avoiding decisive er gant with
the enemy.SL
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Discussions addressing the intended roles of light infantry forces in the conduct of deep battle
have proceeded in a new direction.

A significant departure from established conventional doctrinal

prirtic&s hmi been sggested, yet how credible is this new approach?
(eral

Uhle-Mettler, appear to support this direction of thaght.

UP Germans, Otto Ieilbrun and
The former contends that guerrilla

tactics should be a part of the retinue of regular forces as it enables them, when overrun by the enemy,
to hold out and survive in guerrilla fashion. 2 7 General

hle-Wettler views what he considers as the

helplessness of modern armies with respect to rather large partisan units as cause to strip away
questionable methods of guerrilla tactics and then incorporate the remants for use by our active
,mies.

Tom Wintriugi

, a much earlier comnentator, viewed the situation this way:

.... methods and tactics of modern infantry will progressively be approxmte to those
of guerrillas. he mobile battlefield will split up into a greater number
isolated
snall engagements where "guerrilla infantry" has enormous opportunities....
The task remains to define clearly these two "unconventional tasks" before we embark on a historical
"irch to ascertain the validity of these proposed methods of employing light infantry.

Tactical

infiltration does not include special forces operations (strategic depth, envelopient by airborne,
airmobile or amphibious means, or infiltration by deception
clothes or enemy uniform to penetrate the lines).

-

the use of special units in civilian

Stay behind operations on the other hand are the

defensive counterpart to tactical infiltration; infantry forces gain access to enemy rear areas by
intentionally or unintentionally aliwing themselves to be bypassed.
IV. I S

CAL OVERVIEW

The concept of tactical infiltration was heralded into the 2th century by the French Captain Andre
laffargue in his he Attack in Trench Irfare written in 1915.

He essentially coined the term

"infiltration" to describe the tactics that consisted of small assault teems seeking out weak spots in
the enemy line through which they could fight into the enemy rear.

This was essentially a departure from

th- concept of "linear skirmishers" where the thrust had become penetration of the front lines in order
to take trenches and mnchine gun nests from the flank or rear.

Laffargue's pemhlet had little impact on

9
x

':0

the Frech. However, when it wa discovered by the Gerans in 1916, it wa
Ultimately it bec am

immdiately tranlated.

uinorff 's textbook for the attack in position warfare.

Muh of the aces of

the Gern offns.ive of March 1918 has been attributed to this single work. 3D
The Kaiser's army had the raw material needed to employ this new tactic as early as 1914 with the
formation of the Jaegers.

They were an elite force trained for combat in forests and distributed to the

army at one battalion per corps. 31 There is same controversy as to wo as the driving force bhind the
eventual adoption of these tactics on an army-wide basis, but General Itier's success on the eastern
front in 1917 certainly aided the casme.

His principal contributions were twofold.

First, he handplcked

the "sturmbattaliors" that wuld lead the attack past strongholds to attack from the flanks and advace
boldly to the rear to take out artillery, and secondly, he pramoted the use of artillery prinarily in a
counterbattery role placing more emasis on surprise in the attack.

32

With the use of "storm troops," we saw once more the ascension of infantry from the abyss of
technological inferiority:
.... infect the enemy organsm with the disease of defeat, slicing at nerves and
arteries, at headqiarters, supplz3dwW, bridges, phne lines. Thse are the pick of the
forces. Tlhae are shock troops.
To carry out these missions the Germns selected the youngest, fittest, and most experienced
soldiers and armed them with light machine guns, light moirtars, and flame throwers.
traits normally associated with light infantry.
shot

These units typified

They exploited surprise, moved fast, employed stealth,

straight, and were capable of independent and individual performnce that demonstrated initiative.

Corporals and sergeants were expected to display Initiative and independence of action as they were
required to understand the higher unit's task and use their units to find a way to achieve the mission.
Army NED's now had to make tactical decisions without the opportunity for advice from higw. 34 'Tle goal
of this new tactical method wa to penetrate through wek points then go after the nerves aM mrteries of
the enemy army - headquarters, crossroads, and supply and cammications centers.

The munnv

this end were reliable, aggressive, and intelligent troops who emphasized initiative.

tA achieve

35
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Dring World War I the Gernmn Army experiened considerable tactical sucess with this new approach;
hoiever, they failed to ever exploit it to achieve the operational or strategic success essential to
winning the war.

In September 1917, Hutier's Gernmn Fighth Army, using these new tactics, took the city

of Riga on the Eastern Front in tw days (after previous repeated failures).
tactics, Hter w

later, using similar

to destroy the British Fifth Army on the Western Front and drive a wedge between the

36
HritLh and French armies taking as many as 50,000 prisoners.

Tis offesive of 1918 began on 21 Match with Iitier's Eighteenth Army using "infiltration" tactics
in the assult.

They were able to penetrate thirty-eight kilometers in the first four days and by 4

April had crushed Goa*'s Fifth British Army.
operation:

-4.

There were three distinct conditions for som

in this

surprise, finding and hitting through the enemy week point, and training the Army down to the

.smllestdetails of execution.37 The effect on the Allies was startling and best captured by Marsahl
Foch:
....
initiative, the role of all comanding officers in every arm and unit being the
decisive factor; onme battle begins special orders noonger reach those to ijxon addressed
and everyone mist act upon his own responsibility....
1y their selection process and employent of these new tactics the Ger ans proved theJnelves equal to the

tank, whereas the Allies were paralyzed by the new tactic. Hod Ludendorff exploited his tactical
axcesses to achieve a strategic decision the war's outcome might have been altered.
With the close of the World War I the lessons derived from the dremtic tactical successes of the
(ermans were lost n most of the major combatants.

he 1936 editions of Offensive and Defensive Cabat

mewmls for Infantry published by the U. S. Army Infantry School made no mention of "infiltration"
tact ics.

The Scandinavians, in particular the Finns and Swedes, tried to capture soe of the lessons

learned about the value of light or "Jaeger" infantry.

They were mostly conened with conducting

"guerrilla" actions in the aeny rear thus imposing serious rear area security burdens on an invading
army.

Their soldiers became adept in "fieldcraft," and at least for the Finns, this continuing
.%
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experimntation with the lessons of the
Soviets in the Winter War of 1939.

Wer

became the basis of the 'rotti" tactics which defeated the

40

A similar experience befell both sides in the Spaish Civil War as both were required to employ
infiltration tactics when they wated to advance.
Ii Iuu.± t

They failed more often tun not, prlmarily due to a

d-4evkp tOp Individual skill levels of their soldiers to that dnaumid

by these tactics.

There was, however, one very successful infiltration operation conducted by the Republican forces.

Platoons of thirty men were given orders for two days of operation, and they were able to petrate
twety to thirty mles into General Franco's territory with 4ole divisions reaching their objectives in
two days.4 1 Given only this limited activity and even less doctrinal acceptme of these tactical

methods, World War II was still to see extensive use of infiltr.1ion by all sides In all theaters to
achieve success in the depths of the eney's reaw areas.
Virtuslly out of necessity the Soviet Army became the most prolific practitioner of infiltratim

tactics during World I4r II. In the esrly stages of the wr the Russian infantry often marched thirty
miles per day for extended periods (up to ten days) to escape enirclemnt.

As a result the force4 thst

remained to combat the Germans learned to travel lighter and exhibited grester battlefield mbil ity dun
any modern army. The Russians also soon discovered a chink in the German infantry's

amr -

fighting at

close range. Me Russians began to exploit the superior "stalking" ability of their infantry with the
p..

result that practically every Russian attack was preceded by massive infiltrations of small imits and

'

individualme.4
Almost from the outset of the war and owing largely to its unexpected beginnin
employ elments of regular units in a tactical unccnventional warfare role.

the Soviets bega

to

These operations were

generally conducted in support of division and lower units and normally to a depth of no greater th n
fifty kilometers. L ' The majority of these forces were composed of bypassed elements of the Rol Army and
some refugees.

By the summer of 1944 they numdered several hundred thousa

30,000 an groups. 4 4

Fkm this nucleus of regular forces 9pran

operating in Z),(X) L)

a large partisan movement that LIurated

principally by hit and run tactics with the expressed aim of diverting the attention and strength of the

12

"

45V

Gerun from their wain effort.4 5

These activities had a significant iaqmct an the Germn effort and by

the war's end absorbed several hundred thousand Gerun soldiers in the task of countering their efforts.
'tese troops were dedicated to security operations guarding rear LDC's, railroads, operating facilities,

and ammunitio and ration dumps. 1e supply of frontline Germs units often bern seriously
endawgred.

46

In the initial stages of the var, again born largely of necessity, the Soviet se of infiltratio
tactics emnated largely fran the operations of bypassed forces ainst the enmy's LOC.

Altoght

Germn supply systan operated without major interruptions in the first six mmths of the war, there were
entire divisions cut off from their supply base for

urt periods. This interruptix was the inadvertent

resuit of Soviet troop units or stragglers fighting their key bk to friendly lines.47

Tall

t

units mld break out from encirclemet, pick up stragglers in forests and marshy areas, and then hit
eenmy cNm"caticuhard.

Day chose soft targets that were designed to disrupt the Cer an offensive,

airfields and large headquarters organimtions.

Soviet Genral Boldin wrote about a forty-five day

operation in the enemy's rear in which he establisad caummications with friendly forces and was able to
coordinate an attack on Germs frontline units from both the front and rear. This operation netted over
1,000 Cns casualties, five field artillery batteries destroyed, along with 10 trucks and two German
regimental headqarters.48
considerable sucs

In that these operations were not originally planed yet achieved

across the entire front, one stops to wonder what results might hv been achieved

had they been planed and conducted from the outset. 49
-.

As the war continued an the Eastern Front the Soviets began using infiltration tactics in a more
traditional sense.

Soviet montain troops who were masters at caxuflage and the use of terrain

infiltrated throgh German lines in small groups.

They would assemble behind Genmn lines and attack at

daybreak inconjunction with frontal assaults by other units.

As they experienced heavy casualties

wfm using wave assaults they began to turn more and more to infiltration tactics.

In 1943 they began

infiltrating heavily tlwoh known weak points (inareas the Germans considered impassable) with larger

13
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units up to division size.
Geal

This quickly became the most effective Russian method of night combat.

51

van Meilenthin best relates the impct of thse tactics:

Practically every Russian attack was preceded by large scale infiltration.. .in least
lil ly places, where going was incredibly difficult, there he was... in spite of everybody
being alert and wide awake during the whole night, the next morning entire Russian units

emloyed by the

e sure to be found far behind our lins.. .infiltmtion tactics
Russias in hmdreds of cases, bringing them considerable

uacesses.

The gaps in Gmn defenses contined to be inviting targets for Soviet infiltration, especially during
conditions of limited visibility.

TPo specific cases from the 1942-43 period demonstrate the

effectiveness of these operations.

In February 1942, the Soviets infiltrated a battalion on skds between strong points of the German
I~urlng

269th Infantry Division (about fifty miles southat of Leningrad) during a severe snow storm,
the day they would hide and at nght conduct interdiction and harassment operations.
mining main supply routes, auzhlng supply columns, and attacldn wau
positions.

These included

d posts ((C) and heavy weapons

Their relative mobility advantage was a key factor in the success they experinced.

The

To assure security,

Germans responded with intensive countermeasures that proved largely ineffective.

they ultimtely had to place Regimental (P's in the main line of resistance and the Division's (P was
positioned within one kilometer of the forward edge of the battle ares (FMA) for "protection."
erumn resr areas by a

Another example is illustrative of the absolute confusion crested within

The operation took place in August 1943 in the XXUX Parer Corps

successful infiltration operation.

sector. The 337th Division had been told to withdraw on 17 August to secure the Daropua - Smolensk
road and prevent a bredkho

in its sector.

thinly covered by a security detachment.

Hbwever, a s-%*py area five miles south of the road was

Du-ing the night of 17-18 August, while the Russians were

infiltrating nothing unusual was reported, but on the 18th a German ammnition column setting up a dump
four miles to the rear of the FEBA was hit.
infiltrated force.
attacked.

Then, on the mnrln

This time engier ad

The Corps resction force proved

uble to en@g

of 20 August, a key bridge over the Vop River in tlI

the
rt

infantry reaction forces were able to clear out what the (km
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perceived to be a "partisan force."
18th Panz

later that sae evening the only bridge over the Dnepr River for the

Grenadier Division LOC was hit by the same force.

Fortunately the Russian regimental (P

P

(operating in the German rear) was overcome the ming of 21 August, the day before the regiment was to
cut all the bridges thereby severing the Corps' LOC.

Most of the Soviet force in this operation was

amihtlated, but only after having caused much damage and disruption, and tying down considerable German
manpowr.54

another theater of the war the Japanese used these tactics almost as extensively as the Russians

r:In

d id n the Fastern Front, only this time against U. S. and British Forces.

In the opinion of Field

Marshal Slim, the Japanese ability to move through the jungle more freely than the British, wihose
trnsport system required that they remain roadbound, gave the Japanese every advantage.

5

The Japanese

teciue of infiltration employed advance guards (platoon to company size) moving between ensx
positions to get behind organized defenses.

1hey normally had a specific mission such as seizure of a
ien these units were counterattacked

particular point or attack on a located headquarters or flank.
they would Iilt,"

exercising good fire discipline while allowing the counterattack force to pass by and

then engaging them from the flank or rear.
Meir tactics called for stopping at three o'clock, and
then ccumerlng infiltration operations again at midnight. In the darkness they would pass through
BritLsh forces and by dawn their fire covered the routes of egress, as well as the British positions
57
'[he Japanese employed these sae tactics against the U. S. in the successful conquest of Bataan.
"he key operation involved the passage of a battalion through the Mount Natib ares.

This battalion later

fell on the main supply route (MSR) of I Corps holding the western end of the line.

This surprise

interdiction of its LOC caused I Corps to retreat down the peninsula abandoning large numbers of vehicles
and artillery pieces.

?is action set the stage for eventual defeat at the hands of the Japanese.

58

Althoug not typical of the small unit operations discussed above, the operation conducted by the U.
S. 36th Infantry Division ner Mount Artemiso, Italy in late May 1944 is

ndicative of the potential of

General Waler's infiltration of two regiments from his 36th Division through the

infiltration tactics.

V
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gap between tw CerHn corps brdce the stubborn Germn defnse at Velletri and served as the turning
point in the Allied drive on Rxne.

General Walker described the risk involved in the operation:

.. Or operations for tonight and! tomorrow have pr~nse of being spectacular.

p

We

are taking chances, but we shuld succeed in a big way.
1he plan called for the infiltration of the 142d and 143d Infantry over Mount Artaemso in the pp betwem
two Germen Corps after which they were to hit Velletri in the rear in coordination with a frontal aRsdt
by the 141st Infantry. Mmt Artemiso was heavily forested and consequently was the most logical portion
of the sector for Field %rsl Ke
ng to leave lightly guarded. If the 36th could slip in behind
the CGem defenses they could break the German hold on the Alban hills overlooking Velletri.

<.

With same

hasty engineer assistane Walkcer w~as able to send some tanks to accompany the two regiments through the
two mile gap in the German lines. Just prior to midnight on 30 May the 142d Infantry began moving with
battalions in column.

It was not until late on the 31st that the Germans realized that a large force had

penetrated to their rear and they were ill-equipped to react quickly.

By 1 June, 3,000 U. S. infantryme n

had entrenched themselves in the enemy's rear. 1hey achieved tactical surprise and were able to conduct
a coordinated attack with the 141st (attacking frontally) from the FLIY to secure Velletri.

1his defense

which had previously held up the 31st Infantry Division for over a week was now taken with minimal losses
4-

by the 36th Division (11 killed, 146

zxied, and 12 missing).

defensive line south of oe was shattered.

In the process, Kesselring's last

General Truscott, the corps consnder, considered this to be

60
the turning point in the drive to the northwest.

".

.sarican .,.
forces would see the effect of such tactics six years later Jhn they were subjected to
extensive infiltrations of their lines by the Chinese boople's Liberation Army (CMF) in Ive ber 1950.
he (IF would infiltrate small units under cover of darkness regrouping at previously designated points,

''then

operate in the enssy's rear with units up to regiment size for from a few hours to several days.
7hese operations had five purposes:

to collect intelligence, to create confumion am!d jandtymim in Uz*

eemy rear, to destroy critical ensy installations ((P's, depots, etc), to delay eima
6
and to prevent the witxhrs. of defending units. 1

16

reinforcemnt,

K-

The tactics used by the (IF against uN forces sought to take advantage of their perceived
superiority vls--

UN forces -

" an over weapons."

In using the terrain to gain surprise, deception,

a1 camouflage terrain became an ally for the (IF, whereas the terrain created problems for the heavier
"roadbound" UN forces.

Alexander George aptly describes the effect:

.... its (PLA) semi-guerrilla tactics were based on a mbility which could rot be
burdened with heavy weapons and transport. The (Jiese coolie could do one thing better
than any other soldier on earth; he could infiltrate around an enemy position in the
darkness with unbelievable stealth. Only Americans who have had such an experiece can
realize wtat a shock it is to be surprised at midnight with gre ades#nd sutmachin gun
slugs of guerrilla attackers who seem to rise out of the very earth.
lT' (IF soldier had becom a master in the use of terrain, stalking, deception, and infiltration during
darkness.

Close comat with hiiese forces in superior numbers applied at the vital points against deep

flanks and the rear of 1IN formations would almost lead to the total collapse of the Eighth Army.'
Much of the sucess of the (IF in employing these tactics is attributable to the superior fieldcraft
of their soldiers. 'It

e

latter we in excellent physical condition, possessed great stanina, moved with

stealth using the terrain to their advantage, and were very proficient at navigting and operating at
night.

This ability enabled then to avoid UN patrols, identify enery boundaries and weak points, and

move niselessly to the rear of UN units.

They were so successful at this tactic that by the end of the

counter-offensive an entire (IF division had infiltrated to the rear of the right flank of 8th AMy

I..-

living entirely off the countryside or captured stocks. 64
The effect of these successful tactics was quickly felt by 1N forces.
surprise of the Noveter 1950 offensive created a paralysis of thaught.

'fe speed, shock, and

This was caqoued by the

physical damage to ccxmunications in the U. S. sector that prevented the issuance of guidance or accurate
reporting of damage.

'he (IF soldiers wIld cut wire lines almost as fast as they could be laid

rendering U. S. ominm

and control efforts virtually ineffective. 6 5

In light of this historical overview of infiltration tactics we must now distill the lessons.

This

process should then provide the foundation for examining current capabilities vis-e-vis Soviet
vulhrabilfties in these areas.
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LEMS
The preceding historical enles point out saw comion truths that need articulation aid further

eximdrtion.

This effort will focus on five mjor aspects of infiltration that can be usd as a

reference point for the reminder of the paper.

They are the capabilities and nature of the soldier

required for these operations, terrain conditions, techniques of execution, likely high value targets,
and effect on the enmy.
The use of infiltration tactics by various forces in recent history reflects, in many cit,

subscription to the belief in '!an over weapons (technology)."

-'i

To employ uccessfully these tactcs, an

elite, physically fit soldier capable of operating in close terrain during limited visibility is

absolutely essential. These soldiers must be orgnized in units gifted with superior leaderxilp capable
of exercising initiative and operating independently down to the lowest levels.

a'tly, they must be

e1 versed in unconventional or guerrilla type operations. In the right terrain these liopt fortes can
employ infantry hunting combat techniques against heavy forces by degrading their combat capability
indi-rectly

-

taldng out their maintenance, logistic, and C2 facilities.

Corelli Parnett in a study of

surprise and initiative sums up this point:
....
given a high standard of leadership and training a unit that makes mxiun use of
surprise and initiative can prevail over superior numbers or adverse battle cnditins -

eves anny on the defmsive can be a hunter waiting in mbush to pmure on an uninr"
victim.
As has been shown, an essential ingredient for success is to employ these tactics In tIe conet
terrain. The terrain must afford light forces a mobility advantage over heavier forces. This can
normally be expected in close, restricted terrain, or in terrain considered to be impassable by the
unsuspecting enemy (swamps, heavily forested, mnuntainoxs).

AdditioUally, the employing force mnmt be

able to read the terrain in such a way that it can hold the enemy, dame

him, fade away, an then do it

67
again while never exposing itself to the enem's superior firepower and weight.

The techniques employed in the historical emptles were very dependent on surprise and tmWiumnt of
targets in the enemy's rear from an unexpected direction. 'hese opportunities were provided elther in
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tiv 1ILssive mode by forces that were bypassed by the enemy, or in the active mode by forces that
infiltrated into the enemy's rear.

In either case infantry units were able to interdict extensive areas

c;iiishig r'Itderable dstnrctton and harra&uint in the enemy rear area by bold conmt operatitoa
ilml-i~ld

that
%4.

imxlimin surirLe.4

An nualysis of the typical targets that were engaged by te infiltrating forces in the foregoing
'K'lnples

1vir striking similarity to those we earlier identified as objectives for deep battle:

,2

Iidquarters
"elements or C facilities.
Pre
i- support elements.
-

ligistic Luits and installations.

- Tie down forces that the enemy could otherwise commit in his main effort.
- Seinre of key terrain to facilitate attack or interdict movement of enemy reinforcements.
- Enmy re-erve forces.
It is interxetng to note that the above were all iacluded in an article entitled 'Tactical Infiltration"
8

written by Major Sinclair Melner in 163.

In reviewing the effects achieved by th se tactics we again see the strong similarity to the
bitidal effects of deep battle in our conteporary doctrine.

We must recognize that infiltration

Uxctics were rarely decisive by themselves, but ultimate success lay in their contribution to the action
at the forward edge of the battle area (FM&). By operating with surprise in the eemy rear and
interdicting his C2 and logistic support operations a state of confusion was created in the enemy.

He

"wis forced to draw combat power away from his main effort to secure his vulnerable sustainmnt base.
Typically, this state of confusion made it difficult to identify or react effectively to the threat in
tfhe rmr.
&ia,;r

Also, the shock and surprise effect often magnified disproportionately the perception of

;und wuuld 1eA to overraction by the enemy.
ibraps the single greatest effect identified above is the shock value gained by employing these

tIuiqmpis.

As Ton Wintrighm stated,

19
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the aim of modern war is to get men and wpons to effective points behind t12
enemy's man positions.. .the "guerrilla" is able to strike against enemy aterial before
it is brought into acgon...strike morale kfiere it isweakest, behind picked units of
securely armored men.
He goes on to add that this "gerrilla force" rarely will he decisive by itself, but ne&

to he link e

to a mecanized and anmred strike force in order to allo a smIler force to defeat a mure lXIrfu
7-

77

army .
It is interesting to note the similarity between the lessons extracted above n the hb fits of
deep battle operations identified by LT Holder.

lie contends that the principal benefLts of d v-p

are diversion of the enemy ccvumnder's attention which forces him to react. It causes the e

hattle

to

relocate and secure (C's,supply dumps, helicopter, and artillery assets and ties down his r *rv,
disrupts his air defense artillery coverage, upsets his march schedules, disrupts his pLkuviv, effort,
and detracts from his ability to focus on the main effort.7 '
VI.

IRR[NT CAPBILTIES
Certain questions arise. First, is "infiltration" a credible tactical option for today's lillit

infantry, and secondly, are there other mens for conducting deep battle that are more effetivw'? 'This
rImtstion.

section will address these issues by assessing current capabilities with alhists on the fir

The section will close with a review of recent exercise experiences where tactical infiltration into Ur
enemy s rear was conducted by light infantry forces.
Lieutenant Colonel Hblder divides the principal deep battle nms available to commnder into four
najor groupings.

They are electronic warfare, canon and missile artillery, conventional aud

unconventional ground forces, and L[AF battlefield air interdiction (BAT).

With the ;Xldv(-

o

Ne

Carbat Aviation Brigade (CAB) we mist add attack helicopters to the list. Colonel Holder very clearly
states his preference for employing maneuver forces in this role and cites a ntvdyer of r4'i:.miu:
- direct fire wpons create a more lasting effect.
-

a

they can quickly adjust their actions and support fires to the emny's nuaLv t

ad

countermeasures.
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- relatively speading they require less precise intelligence.
- tlhey are jawe rawlily av .ilabLe to conrainders than the other hILgh technology, long range
[(NI triviLs.
i loArdcljo.
-

nuneuver forces.
there is a grater psychological imlwt wil these actions are conducted by

ILerting a limvy force by means of infiltration is not without problems.

73

The reduced infantry

iv-r:*xuwil strength (fighters) of Bradley-equipped mehanized infantry units reduces tle number of
F(lujtainLs tLt could operate in a dism-iunted role.

.

Also there is the expense of maintaining heavy

forces vwbch can hanly be justified if they are envisioned as being employed in a dismounted role.

in a mxnted configuration would provide such a significant tactical signature it would

lil i raii,

c(mIpr,(ni.*' any clhrire of surprise.

Additionally, as has beer

,'-iir in ;ro-s that Ihave restrict"d terrain.
()I

ioun, most opportunities for infiltration

lastly, the difficulty of maintaining the necessary levels

in fieldcraft for soldiers who have significant maintenance responsibilities is almost

f-xjrti.-

iinaIfahtable.

74

[he foregoing reasons tend to favor the use of light infantry forces in this role.

IIM. ILh,*!of UI! icopl-rs in an air mbile assault or attack mode appears to hold some advantages worth
(,xple)ri ng.

Air assault operatiots conducted in the enemy rear will have significant advantages over

irii IIration.

IkAver, in most ca es, these insertions will also provide a significant tactical

siiature for the enemy to acquire.
.9ufl

air corri(ors.

Ihe major problem with cross-FlE

air nobile operations is one of

Crosing the FIX' will require flying through the most dense anti-air coverage on

ilv. Il t lieh ild (from t.w to five kihmeters to the renr of the FlifM).

To suppress these systems (for

75
,i,I iple corridors) wilL require a heavy commitment of precious indirect fire assets.

An additional

-.

Ihre,5l to, succesful helicopter operations in the enemy rear is the Mi-24 which is equipped for
;ir-to-ir cml it ard calnble of outrunning any U. S. helicopter. 76 Attack helicopters would also
fxfvrimnre sarv difficulty in acquiring certain key soft targets (conmand posts or ccmunications nodes)
n'! idanre or assistance in identification. 7 7
wilvwiit groutl tenairnl

Lastly, Soviet doctrine for

'vinelring airborne or ainmohile landings in th-ir rear calls for the use of nuclear or tactical air

21
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strikes as soon as they are identified.
these forces to itmmuiate retaliation.

The signature of any large atnirbile insertion wixId !Iilij(I

78

In his charter for the Light Infantry forces, General Widd,
their ultimate character.

establit.4f

tbe esseit ial

lbey must be offensively oriented, able to attack by inftltri.iNl, air

assault, raid and ambush, and able to operate primarily at night or in otlu r coXiti os
visibility.

9

of

"4hwiw'its

of Iini ill

These capabilities will allow light infantry forces to strike tie meny frini lotx 1rclol

directions at unexpected times.

The importance of this is not a) ul-h to take Ui eslxy inrliwines, 1ll0

ratber to deny him adequnte time to react effectively.
to sth success.

A nimter of factors 1iive lxbeeni ;mil to iiilrilwil.

Speed, deception, application of unexpected cimtat fxmer, effective int"l I i, mcv, Jul
lmnittedly, (xi iK' iixvllly is

significant variations in tactics and methods of operation are critical.

exposed to infiltration tactics and operations in his rear by byposed forces he wilt deveolq
counterm

asures to employ.

Hbwever, sme success will still be enjoyed by forces tlhit uqloy OU

',

techniques, and the enny will continue to be psychologically disadrvitagod by having to k-n1 wi h thi.
threat in his rear area.

Frtheriure, he will be forced to divert comaht powur frun his ,sniii offort I o

provide the necessary security forces in his rear.
Aght infantry is ideally suited for these roles.

Training for infittrdtanl or stay IxilNI

(bypissed forces) operations is consistent with their mission.

ThLs is especial ly , t* Jwiu cottsidt.rilig

the high density of Ranger trained leaders (in excess of 55)) that arc, autl)ri;zel in tK- ligliiIil
Division. 8 0

ry

qrience has shown that hell-trained light infantry forces ran move oix- ;Jiml q'mx oliarirr Lo

two and one half miles per hour during darkness. 8!

A physically fit, highly traii d, di.t-iltl iol imlil

accustomed to operating under limited visibility conditions can muve ten to twety ki ilcirt'.rs to Ili,
of an enemy force.

In stay behind operations where this force is bypassed by l-Kavy forc(-

restrictive terrain this distance any be even further in the eneny's rir
that II. S. light infantry be trained along the Rnger-Ccnindo nudel:

are.

techol)ogy in night vision equipment.

te

,*22

skirt i la

(ieral Wicklld

it litijIl

iiysically t-oilli, IKlrOa,,,ily

grotalled in al I infantry ski I Is, i)rellred to fight aggrt-.iively at niglhl ,
82

mair

And

(l to (viplo iy I lN. l1ihast

'Ilx ILr*of light infantry forces in deep battle roles during a number of recent exercises hes met
wi ii sce-is.
Iool

( Exercise Reforger in 1982, an airborne infantry battalion was able to infiltrate an

at night to

ize an opposing force ribbon bridge intact.

attUac by Ikvy forces.

:I

3

This action was conducted in advance of

Also during Exercise Dragon T eam-3-82,
light infantry forces ware sent deep

Io t_
ick tv enny frno the rear in conjunction with an assault by heavy forces.8L
'Il

rmi)st
,

biLnvate aind

exttnsive use of light infantry in this role was employed by elements of the

IIt Inf;iitry Division (ILight) during the Teim Spirit '85 Exercise in Korea.

These operations were

.,.

priiniri ly conducted ;s stiy hehik missions by elements of 3-32 Infantry.

The battalion established hide

ixxit i(xis in rct-,rictive terrain and set up caches of essential supplies.

As their parent unit withdrew

IK,

".-32Infantry went into predesignated hide positions and was bypassed by the enmy.

Frn these

I(%nt.ions tLey conducted raids, amhxshes, and deep reconrnatssance operations in the rear of an enemy
division for five days.
o ol'i raitioii (AO).

They operated in a highly decentralized mde using three separate company areas

11he rnijority of these operations were initiated at the independent discretion of the

,lii y curiners. To enlonce the security of the force,

drnimun radio communications were employed

per

lhronghut the co(xlt of the operation. 85
'11v crnmui-icaLions plan for this operation wias indicative of the intense coordination and planning
rrciIi rtI

to ;isstire -

lcess

The units riaLintainred strict communications discipline and conducted passive

radi (IK'ks only (eight times per day).
I,,

(lirIinicaute

f;iI I

COce the division withdrew it was impossible for the battalion

wit-h their higher headquarters using R4 radio, and they had to resort to tactical

';if'Ilite86
liec ja

iica
nrut tons .

'1lweINIttM ion conducted extensive training in preparation for this operation to familiarize all

h-.ihqr,; witli 1K,

oriuikr's inuent and once tlTof operation.

This included plans for emergem-cy

(,xl r;,ction by IxA icopter, exf iltration techniques, and experinitation with storing supplies (rations,

witr, xtleries,
Opt'r;itd beyond
l
tJe
Svehicle'

ainitiot, and sinulated donlitions). 8 7 For much of the operation the tnttalion
ire Support CGx)rdination line (M-*L)

.

and was irost effective in ambushing soft

in tHe csnny nmr, raiding high value soft installations, conducting a night raid against an

%°
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enemy signal battalion, and attacking of a night lager location of helicopters.

Incruiuly, Imlkir

88
presence ws never ascertained by enemy intelligence.

D)iring this same exercise another unit enjoyed similar success during the coluct of a ii,)it
infiltration mission.

Comnpany B, 2-32 Infantry (7th Division) was able to infiltrate thriirflNie

undetected in platoon size elements.

tlivi ,ivcl [A)

lhey assembled at a predesignated rally point ;A

gain control of a piece of dominant terrain in order to establish a blocking position.

IRnmi lhiq

position they denied the enemy forces access to rarward crossing sites as their parent oriniu.l
attacked the enemy force and ultimately linked up with the infiltrated force.
similar, in nature and scope, to those addressed in the historical overvic

liv-:i

,ny

it

.n1

llxva ofyNr;ario.(r,
vnd confonn

ItI

Ilu

"r"-

f¢.v

extracted frin that analysis.

V11. SDVrff VUUEABIUIES
We nmst now attempt to identify Soviet vulnerabilities against wfhiLch the 1U.S. Amy ;,Hi t nqduy t
tactics to achieve its ultimate end -

victory on the battlefield.

This

,-x

.xmtsectimr will Irovih - m

analysis of Soviet doctrine and the experiences of others who have fought aginst tli
identifying vulnerabilities that may be attacked by light infantry forces that have

wit I1Ii

iIii it 1

xii hylxLt-,ld or I vr.
,

infiltrated into the enemy rear.
In general, the Soviets are most threatenel when they perceive a potentLial I(xs of iol ril or
experience events not planned for. 90

This my be loosely viewed as losing, tLfK

initiaLiw by tIl.

or conversely the appearance that their opponents are gaining the initiative. (neral

proposes that this end cani best he obtained unider conditions of liniit.cdA visibilIity

Rihl-

vivivl%,

I I(-r

wlvere forcir; uINmiII

infiltrate and block the Soviet's camnicatiors througjxut the depth of his (kVfcL'*-.

't1m wide

dispersion of units on the modern non-linmr battlefield would facilitate infiltritiotri lhr# ,
i
restricted terrain.

These forces would then he free to attack artillery, lnd~qarters, ,iirtmr

moxns, and supply installatiots.

ThLs action wotild c(xmipl the Soviets Lo at.v;-k divimil,41 i, -II)?.-'

91
terrdin, a mission for which tlhir mondern nmctmized forces are ill-suited.

24

A

%.%..%..

lIivery

-,.-

A.

'

04v(eral

r'-lnthin

k,,:U tJv" st
.uxld

ts developed a comprehensive list of what he considers to be najor Soviet
he attakl by their oppNKents:

werrel inre on ndlunce planning which contributes to a rigid style of operation.

-

-ciuirrqumu c(mixl style for contuct of mobile war.
iv

-

o%*e

-

iriqwtibil ity of e aggerated Soviet political indoctrination and controls with the military

rex)rtitq ;ienl
rastrictive orders.

iik-i(Nmknre required by mobile warfare.
di Iute l atitly)rity of military commanders due to contradictions in the expression of the Soviet

-

pielp,of "..ole

ii

commind."' 9 2

4- iist dvolop a mlier of tie above further to understand clearly their implications for U. S. doctrine

'llK'
1 )vict's lack of flexibility in resolding quickly to the unexpected is a major vulnerability
ihui (u

li'radily Attirked by light forces.

The Gmnans were impressed by the extremely long time it

I xk iii' -kvi(-Ls L) royrt to Ienetratins of their rmr areas during World War I.

Soviet literature

"-Ili.- this px)int ;wintkrscores the fact that they are extremely concerned about their vulnerability,
"tic:,xiULritg the uouqiected lands to inactivity or Ue commission of serious mistakes when one's current

plauvi Ikci,. imnpplicable." 9 3
lIir

cx

bi

liLy to resolve.

this may be endenic in their system, and therefore, may remain beyond
Steven Canby contends that the Slavic soldier (mainstay of the Army) is

ih;ic;l ly i "flatLand soldier" who operates best under highly centralized C? which is inappropriate to
I I' y
Ylxw
of cig3mLnts elx3ny light infantry forces may compel them to accept.

hi Ili- arm of logistics support of tactical units the Soviets again mnnifest some vulnerabilities.
'lvir ,Iwr-rity, clls
vuMir h

for the division to hold five days stock on wheels which requires nunerous wheeled

in tli,
division ari.

95

Soviet doctrine also calls for the supply fonard concept of logistics.

"

h.c..I'or , divisjoii vehicles Iush supplies fonard to the regiments (often within ten kilometers of the
110).
i)rvidi;

'Ihis will crente traffic congestion on ,uujor routes just to the i mr of 1st Echelon reginents
lucrative targets for attack.

In the offense one could expect the Division Rear Services (IRS)

25
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to be located as close as twenty-five kilometers to the rear of tihe [rX.

6

[he ahlrxce of (kmicatNl

mech nics in forward units will require evacuation of inoperable equillnt potentially
vehicle congestion and creating additional targets. 9 7

itJ,

lastly, operations in the axiny's ruir ibirizg- tkx

hours of darkness are more apt to interdict logistical resupply operations that the
conduct during these periods very near the FI

to

addiii,

SovieLs prefer to

.998 Tactical units could tvi be hit at a vulmdir~alh tinlv

and could be made even more vulnerable when they lose their C( assets.
Soviet doctrinal placement of forces on the battlefield provides a nui*ir of [ucrativ,
may be effectively engaged by deep battle.

till
OIvr'ts

?

To begin with, Soviets will bypass restrictive trrain ini

order to maintain their mnientum in the offense. They freely acknowledge that this techqui , iivit -"
attacks of their flanks and rear which ultimately could impair tie Ar-cess of their offcn-,.
in both the offense and defense a number of target are within the rne of action for tic II.
1.

j

oowilly,
divisim

and corps comnnders.
Offenselm(behind FRWf)
1-2
1-2
1-4
3-6
3-6
5
5
5-10
15

Battalion (PC
Mortar Battery
Regimental Artillery Group
Divisional Artillery Group
MRL Battalion
Regiment's Main (P
Division's Forwad (P
Divisional Logistic Units
Division's Main CP
efense

Regimts Main (
Division's Forward (P
Regimntal Artillery Group
Regimental ogistics Units
Divisional Artillery Group
Divisional Wgistics Units
Division's Min U)

(behind

3-6
3-6
5-7
10
10-15
15-20
20

This doctrinal preference to keep key comind,

km
km
km
km
km
kn
km
km
km

(}, arid (

F1171')

Im
km
km
an
km
I
In
asets w,11 forworl, e(nven il

ehuht',',

makus the Soviets extremely vulnerable to attack by infiltrating or bypILs-*I tvctiCnl I iffit inl,;,oll ry

26

.

for-c(s.

As stited earlier, in vehicles alone the logistics assets of a regimnt require over 210

thii-Adinnx

vhicle-,

tdis nmber goes to 1,550.l 02

whercis in the division

IAstly, the

ailteu .i id

I'(11ihi itvxm or vehiclrs lrovi(k: a very definite signature for tArgeti1g 01's, therefore eivblin

Xr

forc(s to i(kntify and attack them.10
Onsi(Ik'ring the above, the Soviets approach to ccmand and control is probably their greatest
wh,--rabil ity, providing the U. S. commander the greatest payoff when successfully attacked.

The Soviets

Iinikly heI ieve that the confused nature of modern combat will make the ability to react rapidly and
:iI)l)r)riately to changing situtions a key element for victory.

'Iey recognize the stress this

r(N'tl i nm t will place on their C2 systems, and therefore expend extensive efforts in refining their
ai)i lily to (SercLge cmwind and control. 10 4 The following Soviet view of C2 points out a doctrinal
(:ill I ict between their requirement for initiative and the necessity for uninterrupted commnnd and

co
nlu

, : "....to costantly control tle units and formtions, to coordinate their operations, amd to

iextrci.* rouxstant ad effective supervision...

."

105 Another Soviet view reinforces this point as Genral

lwifv a.dviws c,(arimiers that they and their staffs must exercise constant influence on the course of
ctirhoit, r)t to let the. reins out of their hand for a minute, that the temporary loss of control will lead
to failure on the battlefield, and that troop control is only efficient if one can operate inside of the
viwniy's decision cycle.

10 6

lIn lookig specifically at

(2 at the

,,xIl)oinhe vulnerlailities to attack.

reginent and division level, the focus should be on developing

Major Argersinger contends that the Soviet key decision level is

4-,

ly-' Anty or higher, but this my be attacked indirectly by confusing the input that cones to tien fran

hlor levels (Regbient and Division). Argersinger tells us that itmy be impossible to destroy all of
tIf.
("s at tiltie levels (lecat.'x of their imitipiicity).
;ii

rtwzirces to (iestroy these where possible.

iikever, w sihould cunLLiii? to exjx-sd effort

We must also use deception, surprise, maneuver, and speed

,itinitely to uitenine tlx higher level Soviet commander's confidence in his ability to succeed in the

107
aci, of, mlaltiple, conflicting potentials for failure.-"
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To defeat Soviet decisionmldng, high tempo operations must be maintained const-ntly slvhii4-,iv-;,idl
unexpected situations to the Soviet commnder, and surprising him at every turn with at(tks
unexpected directions.
level.

In the Soviet system the comnder is the key at tattalion throik'i

Ir(Iln,

(livi.i(-i

o-rat
t
His loss would have serious repercussions on the unit's ability to plan andx oCPV

ioiL-.

Surprise will have the greatest impact at the lttalion or regimental level is the re-ultin; cidiid i
will delay reporting.

This delay in reporting - or better yet, confused reporting

ability of the Army or Front cammnders to mnke timely and accurate decisioms.

will rudix,, fJl,

-

This in tuni wi ld r,-4l1

in delays in providing approval for changes at the lower levels temporarily froezing itiLts
ground.

Soviets.

'iq,,.q.1
(ii fly-

A cycle is set up providing U. S. forces with an opportunity to wrest the initatiw. friii, II.
Lastly, Argersinger contends that Soviet attempts to autcmite

problems of rigidity. 10

2 funt LMS will

1

Iw I IiU

V

In summary, by their doctrinal peinhant for rapid tir.K!i
t te !ovifl.-; will

lenve gaps or flanks exposed making their C2 system vulnerable to disruption.

n approi riaIv' tvrr|i

"6

this vulnerability can be attacked by light infantry forces.
A last area of vulnerability that must be addressed is the Soviet's lack of flexibility.

'lhis is

tied to commnd and control, but deserves separate treatment in that itdouls with the CffuCLs of
disrupted C(. Cooperation of all arms is the idealized intent of Soviet corbitxi
stated earlier, the ccmmnder is the key to insuring that this happens.

anwi :

id
atci( ;is

lioever, should -*Pik1hiiig

unexqected happen and the plans become disrupted, little initiative will he exerci.ed by :lnlxrdiiiI.t!!e
make the necessary revisions to the plan. 10 9 As Geeral iellenthin pastulats "a....wr
conditions and forced to think for themselves, Soviet cowmnniers and troopsi waxll

xtr'alysis, panic, and disintegration.

"

Argersinger states t1at Ifodefmt

t,
t

;ntlKik in IIid-

Ix!sib j--1 to

iLxi>w)vjI An,,y

"....target the Soviet commrner's ability to see and understand the |attlefield, imiiiqgi

Wi,

i

hii:- ability I

-

predict battlefield outcomes and disrupt his cooperation on the tttlefiehl."'
Liddell lR3rt views these conditions as disorganiation and (km)ral iz;atioti.

Ihis li:iortIli

the enemy is created by upsetting his dispositions or causing him to stdd(nly cvu4,
dislocating the organiation of his forces, se~trating his forces, einblgeriJqn

".

I loi of

his ori, lall
ioit,

his stlppi ios, ;iil ,fjumliii',
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Ibjsraliition on the other hand, " ....

ruLtes4 of retreat.

1i:4

results from tle cm unMers tLnprLsion of

IN, afonnmr-ionol physical effects especially if he realizes his disadvantage has most frLlUently

Iol hAx-d a=physical uove on hUs rear." 112 Given the battlefield described earlier, light infantry forces
,.111i11ve into the Soviet rear and successfully destroy or engage numerous critical soft targets.

forces in the Soviet rear, Geeral Galvin contends, will cause lhe.Soviets to

jresencf, of tlee

iiro

xce of their overall effort. ll

roy-l sli(Y;V,I
dci Ul
VIII.

The

RISKS

,.

Not aic:h lIs'ixefi , iid thuts far about tlv-- inherent rik
lighiinfl-utry ,)lx,ra:tioir-4.
cm-ira-o

arnd difficulties involved

ibitlx--e- type of

Certaintly one of- the ,riot dkfficult probleas to ovecm

-n-

dbe""

,_-los -ly by resupply or stustaininent of operation-, in the enemy's rear, and then

,,llowl

:).

:vcirily. Iflit Ivts hxy-n prolxxd isa different style of operation that requires inten~se coordination to
i,-aire cHJc s oiosurviving tJhe ,nussion.

Fron linkup operations, recognition signals and drills, and

,',3i1uicationis to tbiing, each critical phase from the infiltration to exfiltration nmust be minutely
ii uiiwl .d

oordinated with all units involved.

Light forces operating in the enemy's rear also have

.

•,' sijiifiLcant tactical vulm, rabilities s Ichs NBC attack, attack by heavy forces in the open, and
ai r (priimiri ly by attack Ielicopters).
:itI;Kk Irn 1Otv

1 14

linistial astaiiulnt of these forces will he most difficult. The Soviets experienced only limited

:;iuro:;s in rsAiipplytr) tJYir lirtisan forces by air (less than five percent of supplies).
wilh imnqnovud tUechvJ.4ly, w, could not expect
rqiriuisi,

dr;i,,d, thot

to do much better without increasing the ri.

exlxr*i forces to incrased risk as they must

Iiivi dovelolerl l)rtnl)le direction finders tlt
116

iimy electroic signatures.

,,,iik; in A,)Ivulistan.

l'Even today,
of

Operating on captured enemy stocks could reduce the logistical

,ur foncs3' security.

S.

now attempt to recover supplies while attackin2

lditiovil risks for the light infantry force abound in the area of special equipmient.

l

-

."

'[he Soviets

can be used extensively in rear areas to Locate the aource

'[hey have als) perfected the iLse of PM4-I scatterable anti-personel

ic be a-rially delivered by Mi-24's to cover gaps or suspected infiltration

'the,

21)
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routes leading into their rear. True, these become a double-edged sword, but their

qrict imild I ikely

be far greater on light infantry forces that are dependent on these routes for cover and co4 vei Imi)L.

17

Lastly, the inadequacy of the light infantry force in addressing the threat of Soviet aniirr is criLical.
Even with an orientation on soft targets in the enry's rear, the inf Itrating force wil IIN
with heavy forces that will come to the aid of their (1's or (SS forces.

Io (iv

-"

'ly.!current IAW's ail lVA(UIJ't,

wilt be woefully inadequate for the task.

iX. 9OLUICNS
Several key areas, if properly addressed, wilt work to mitigate the risk entailed by tji,n4.
operations.

Training will always be one of the most important of these.

When attemptii

to operate with a higher degree of initiative, it will be imperative that tley

the intentions of their commander.

giin

to I raiii i Ls

nxre kiowldge

Without that knowledge, improvisations that are necvxisitmuql
t

;JxAl-

during,

the course of the battle may work to the detriment of the overall plan. Ube following isa brief
synopsis of major areas that will require emphasis in training a force to conduct infiltrat-ioni
operations:
- field expedient communications and TACSAT.
- emergency medical treatment.
-

attlefield resuscitation.

-

attle dressing; administration of saline and morphine.
evacuation procedures.

-

sapper training, field demolitiots, and mines.

-

sniper training (selected individuals in platoon).

-

link up procedures and drills.
for and provision of terminal guidance for tacticil air ivd artillery

-call

ipliorl

".

scavenging for resupply and survival tvchtiijqixs.

-

- mi

oviet
I iarinit ion ( in it s ive) with .b

o(jIi pl nt to

i i Athle I ivvy

VI'XN I :y't it:.

extensive training Ln all ispects of night operations.
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- st[alth imvemt for units and individuals.
- Mvvtcauel land mvigation.
- .jx.rior levels of physical fitness (both strength and endurance).
tn
A ,t,,,i'r,,f thr? above frave been substantiated by the recent experience of the British in the Falklands.
tlvy ,mwc~I xtiwv
Ik-r,,
tI.I),:

in I'i-ig :,blr

distances, mo)stly at night, withl heavy loads, on foot, and experienced delays

tir
tvMIt

ca.'tlties.

1 18

Mviotsly training is not the only area tint must be addressed.
),cliio'g y ran greatly enhance the likelihood of siccess.
'11m,Kai.er, at O

:
%

1here are a number of places where

Our soldiers must be light, yet not inpotent.

I

turn of the century, found tinat a fit soldier could move twenty-five kilometers

carrying a fifty pound load wilthut too nuch difficulty.

IHoever, when that load was increased by

I if[ten to twknty pouns the soldier's performance was significantly reduced. I

19

Currently we are asking

lhdi
ers to carry far too ouch and we must direct the Research and Development (R&D) effort toward

'.

fidding wiys to lighten this load.
I ur -x)Iierson

These innovations in the light infantry soldier's equiplment will help

s well.

A iiinher of new techniques aid items of equipaent demonstrate potential for adding to the capability
of

I it

infivtry to o(ploy [nf iltration tactics.

Rioto f1lsh bytiis, though difficult to coordinate, can

Iprvic&e :ui effective form of suppression (night I)linding unprotected troops) to aid in the assault or
,'xt
r;:tion of a force.

Roitely piloted vehicles (RPV's) with therml imaging (TI) equipmant can assist

in Ily, id ntificaLtion of possible infiltraton lanes.
iuti

ruige

to

I'MT

rim,will

lastly, the M21 sniper weapon, with an effective

enhance the survivability of our light force by allowing them to engage

di.-r:rte targets at longer ranges, thereby minimizing our force's susceptibility to rapid
coi tenhsi~re.
r120
Ikyvcr, tw) critical arms rearin, vulnerability to armor and attack helicopters.

Light forces

to need a tight weight, portable anti-tank (AT) weapon that is capble of penetrating 'oviet.
:ont i.isn
:inim)r.

'lhi.s rly be .'*1L-dwat aided by the ability of light forces to itci ne the likelihood tLIat they

31
t.p

F-'

I
can take rear or flank shots.

Jan lTiogg, of Jae's Weekly, also indicates there are .sune imlrov,

amitions coming that will aid the infantrymn in his fight with armored systems:
- smart mortar bombs using millimetric wave radar with a .5 kilaneter search evelolx- ouild INcalled for through indirect fire channels.
(lns.
- refinement of tandem warhead AT system my allow for frontal arnur attack with Iioitf-r .iy:;

- eventual improvements in laser designation technology will allow the infiltrating force to ,arry
lightweight designators for attack of selected critical armor targets (C2 vehicles, bridgin,, iiililit,
etc.) with cannon launched, laser guided projectiles (On)). 12 1
lThe
vulnerability of light forces to enemy attack helicopters must continue to be adrnx-ez*

witi

"passive" measures (dispersion and concealment) until some lightweight, specialimd "attv-k

only" stinger system is developed.

I I iolter

122

En considering the question of whether or not there is a tactical deep butttle rule for Iiglit
infantry forces in Central Frope, we have observed that light infantry operating cner Lo th
unconventional mde and using infiltration tactics is able to strike tlv! ewny at a tink-,

;ui

I1.Kf-,

in a

1111Mer for whiich he is unprepared. little by little these tactics ciu var dumt muetny ov(,r a [Irk'(
S

arei by a high nulmber of small combats ultimtely causig him to xriire iysical ly ;if I 'ri icil ;ortls ill
his rear. 123 'lhese anny blows agaimst tl enEtny rear can, in effect, exlpdite

lit, (Ioly's rKI-iing of

his culminating point.
AltIhugh mentioned in the doctrinal literature as a capabiLlity of light forces, infi It ra ion Uvt i(-,9
have not been seen for their true potential in support of AirTitnd lPittle (AIJ) doctrii,.

'l- ahi liLy of

these forces to get into the enemy rear and draw off combat power [ron tJE exny's ,liin effort 1t a
highly disproportionate rate must not go unexploLted.

Combining this with the ability of IIv'

disrupt enemy plans and planning by hitting key C2 vulnerabilities
pursue these operations.

It is certainly tn

that sotnd jud r

el :ting. terrain in which to anploy this -al;pobility.

?"

Iors:( to

itevr nm)rv imlmril iv,- lo

-ntirist Ix,(xerci!*-I in promi. Iv

Mhditi onl1y, it nniinL

ip- I1wi
n

RA1D
I'lt

, sl'ioLy to cm(nim

the ece.'sry resources to close the technological gaps that will facilitate light

inf;uitry's albi lily to ojxrate in this mnner.

llirt4rni i historicA overview it wis shoii that these tactics were practiced effectively by a wide
rni,4

of military forces.

c:nlhi I ities

We

Clairly this mission is consistent with the training standards aid

have espouxsed [or our new light infantry forces.

We observed that light forces have

•:(,rcesfI ly c(xIlucted similar type operations in recent exercises.

lastly, this method of ?5lnploying

l ig;hit forces is not only cnsistent with Airland Battle doctrine, but also in large measure arswers the
uIhal hiijig to capitalize on the unique capabilities of the light infantry division that was issued by
(kierd Widiam.
Not only ititst tlse tactics and forces be employed in proper terrain, but they must be targeted
,ig}ailst. ildeiltLfied ,o)viet vulnerabilities that will yield a favorable impact on the close battle.

These

:,lnicks agiinst the enemy reir ;ust be focused on high value targets that will disrupt his time sensitive

to th degr(ee that it will tend to paralyze his efforts in support of the close battle.

,,vI'r;l iogls

IJIli intely this will detract from the conbat power available to him at the decisive points in the close
hial-le.

Light infantry forces infiltrating through gaps in the line or through the flanks of enemy

iellI rat-iowi have ttlK capability to do tiifs.
Nivv

'hey cannot only acquire the necessary targets, but will

thel mawtas to l)ring+about their (destruction as ell.

have to

qc

In response to these tactics the eneny will

cure all of his headquarters, nuclear delivery rans, artillery, and logistic facilities even

wi lluoot our cormitnrnt of a proportional share of troops. 'this will further erode his combat power in
ihv decisive aren;a of the close battle. 124
liis ,new aI)prnxiJl will have significant doctrinal implications for our division and corps :nunuals.
il.

tlt~il

xaii

tities

addressed here and in the draft battalion mnual will have to be tracked and

i,-liied in the higher level

inurals -A thait theAe nmis to conduct deep battle are not overlooked.

Addi itmud w)rk will x required in docimmting the interface betbpen brigade size or smaller light
i~iaiiiry Forces

)rking in concert with hivy forces in this role.

More thought mnust be given to th-e

"BU
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follwing type deep battle missions for light infantry and these then must he incorporatod ii, o Mir
*

doctrine:
-

deep spoiling attacks to disrupt enemy

-

deep attack to secure vital terrain to assist a heavy mobile ground force.

-

attack of enemy ADA assets along a proposed air corridor in support of deep airlx)hi Ie imionr- ioii or

timing.

attack.
-deep

attack against various critical soft targets within a tw*vity to tventy-f ive ki Wma'er

envelope of the Ff11.
-

deep tactical reconnaissance to locate targets for other alee-p attack asa-ts.
-provision

of terminal guidance of artillery, multiple Laundi rocket sytan (M4RS), titttrt

munitions, and air assets.
The foregoing by no means represents an all inclu~sive list of potential nflssioms, but- ini-rely !-x-rv-:i to
*
*

stiulate the tuing process.

In this developmental stage Lt must he rcsaiterxyt tht

tluiP tuin;sIL
II

~~apply to bypassed light forces just as they do to intentionally infiLltrated ones. Oily tkhticuaqu,
and control by higlier headquarters will vary, essentially the missionis rmin the

i±

A final point that must be mentioned is the force structuring or organizat [on of lighti. rorces- wi thin
the Central Fiaropn thater to best accomplish these tasks.
paper, howver, as a departure it must be asked.

or

Ta~t que~stion goes heymi tlu' .roi~

t-his

It is interesting to note that tw* people I r(EH

different sides of the Atlantic have cwm up vilta similar proposed solutiars.

(boell) kyiy-

l)mdn4ag

feels that an optimral arnangamnt w.uuld be to integrate a light ifantry brigxde into (%xlt 11iuvy diviioti
1126
light infantry brigade. 16Whratever the optinul organi'Ation, hopefully wu will itot cotit inaiiI Io ,*,v
these forces employed prinurily as an econoun of force namsure or for friendly ma-.r armi iiroUNtI.1thi.Their deep potential

nust

he exploited.
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